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Numeracy and Literacy 

Numeracy, along with Literacy, is the key to improving learning and raising standards 

in all three Key Stages. We believe students will benefit from a consistency of 

approach and the links made across the curriculum. We recognise a need to ensure 

practice is embedded within all departments enabling improvement in these skills.  

We believe that all teachers share responsibility for the teaching of numeracy and 

literacy across the curriculum, in partnership with parents. 

 

Numeracy 

Students will emerge with a better ability to describe, explain and justify their 

thinking, become more confident in using numbers in context and handling data, be 

more accurate in their graphical skills and in the use of measurements, and develop 

the ability to apply numerical understanding and skills confidently thus enabling them 

to solve problems in a variety of curriculum contexts and enter the numerical 

demands of adulthood with confidence.  

 

Overton Grange Students should be able to 

 Carry out basic calculations 

 Use mental arithmetic, calculators and technology when appropriate 

 Understand units of length, mass, capacity and time 

 Use mathematical form such as tables, graphs, charts and coordinates 

 Have skills in estimation, approximation, quantity and value 

 Understand probability and risk 

 Read meters, dials and scales 

 Have financial awareness; manage and budget money 
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Literacy 

Students will emerge with competent literacy skills, enabling them to continue after 

their schooling as confident and articulate communicators, fully prepared to enter the 

adult world; enabling them to read, understand and access examination materials so 

that they are able to achieve their potential; developing their abilities to think and 

learn. 

 

Overton Grange Students should be able to 

 Read for information, understanding & inference 

 Write with technical accuracy and composition 

 Develop their spoken language 

 Develop their listening skills 

 Develop their vocabulary 
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SMSC 

In Year 8, the school promotes the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development 

of all pupils through the teaching of Citizenship, Geography and Religious Education 

as well as through other formal subjects in the curriculum; supported by assemblies, 

tutor group work, enrichment and activity days and visiting speakers.  

 

Spiritual:  

Explore beliefs and experience; respect faiths, feelings and values; enjoy learning 

about oneself, others and the surrounding world; use imagination and creativity; 

reflect. 

 

Moral:  

Recognise right and wrong; respect the law; understand consequences; investigate 

moral and ethical issues; offer reasoned views. 

 

Social:  

Investigate social and moral issues; appreciate diverse viewpoints; participate, 

volunteer and cooperate; resolve conflict; engage with the fundamental values* of 

British democracy. 

 

Cultural:  

Appreciate cultural influences; appreciate the role of Britain's parliamentary system; 

participate in culture opportunities; understand, accept, respect and celebrate 

diversity. 

 

 

 

* In November 2014, the Department for Education told all schools to promote 'British values' 

by which they mean “the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule of law, individual 

liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs; the pupils 

develop and demonstrate skills and attitudes that will allow them to participate fully in and 

contribute positively to life in modern Britain.” 
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Subject:  English 

 

Topics covered: 

 Poetry of the First World War 

 Novel 

 Shakespeare: Much Ado about Nothing 

 Horror writing 

 Travel writing 

 The Island project  

 

 

Skills developed: 
 

Write imaginative, interesting and thoughtful texts; organise and structure writing; 

sequencing ideas and information effectively; use a range of vocabulary suitable to 

purpose and audience; use accurate spelling and punctuation; write for different 

purposes and audiences; use connectives and topic sentences to link and introduce 

paragraphs; vary sentences for effect; create and sustain different roles and 

scenarios, adapting techniques in a range of dramatic activities to explore texts, 

ideas and issues. 

Select information from a text and use quotations, comment on the structure; 

organisation and presentational features of a text, identify the writer’s purpose and 

viewpoint, and comment on how this affects the reader; explain and comment on the 

writer’s use of language; deduce, infer or interpret information from texts; comment 

on the structure, organisation and presentational features of a text; explain how texts 

fit into their social and cultural traditions 

Talk in purposeful and imaginative ways to explore ideas and feelings, adapting and 

varying structure and vocabulary according to purpose, listeners and content. 
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Subject:  Mathematics 

 

Topics covered: 

 Integers and Decimals 

 Measures, Perimeter and Area 

 Expressions and Formulae 

 Indices 

 Fractions 

 Probability 

 Angles and 2D Shapes 

 Similar Shapes 

 Percentages 

 Graphs 

 Mental Calculations 

 Statistics 

 Transformations 

 Equations 

 Written Calculations 

 3D Shapes 

 Proportion 

 Volume 

 Ratio 

 Constructions and Loci 

 Sequences 

 Bearings and Maps 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 

As well as continuing to progress their mathematical skills, students will also develop 

their investigative and problem-solving skills, as well as group work, research and 

presentation skills.  
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Subject:  Art 

 

Topics covered:  
 Portraiture and self portraits 

 Drawing parts of the face 

 Proportions of the face 

 Developing shading skills and mixing skin tones 

 Use a range of medias and techniques: pencil, colour pencils, paints, clay 

 Looking at different artists and cultures 

 Drawing the figure in proportion 

 Printmaking & mixed media techniques. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Skills developed:  
 Students will develop skills in drawing, including  proportion, shading, 

 Developing colour theory, colour mixing, mixed media, 3D sculpture design 
and making, 

 Investigating and responding to other artists’ work, developing ideas and 
designs in sketchbooks and evaluating their own and others work. 
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Subject:  Citizenship 

 

Topics covered: 

 Introduction to Careers Education 
 The Media and its influence 
 Democracy and Elections 

 Types of Discrimination and the law 

 Drugs awareness 

 Poverty  

 Conflict and Resolution 

 Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Immigration 

 

Skills developed: 
 

Students will develop their skills in critical thinking and enquiry, advocacy and 

representation and taking informed and responsible action. They will do this through 

engaging with and reflecting on different ideas, opinions, beliefs and values; 

researching, planning and undertaking enquiries into issues and problems; analysing 

and evaluating sources used; expressing and explaining their own opinions to 

others; communicating and justifying an argument; exploring creative approaches to 

taking action on problems and issues to achieve intended purposes; work 

individually and with others to negotiate, plan and take action on citizenship issues to 

try to influence others. 
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Subject:  Design and Technology 

 

Topics covered: 

 Product Design (Mechanisms) 

 Systems and Control: BBC Microbit  

 Photo frame 

 Baked products 

 Textiles: E-Textiles light 

 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 

Students will continue developing the skills learnt in Year 7 in more depth, including 

research, design, modelling and using ICT and CAD/CAM. They will apply 

manufacturing skills using a range of tools, equipment and materials to produce 

quality products. Students will also develop evaluation and testing techniques, 

communication and presentation skills. They will learn about health and safety when 

designing and making and about healthy eating, cooking and nutrition. Throughout 

all of the modules they will demonstrate application of technical knowledge and 

understanding.  
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Subject:  Drama 

 

Topics covered: 

 Stacey Jones /Coma Girl: Using role play to explore character and their 

situation. 

 Shakespeare – ‘Macbeth’: Making Shakespeare accessible and relevant. 

 ‘Fault’: Working with a script. Peer pressure/bullying. 

 Eye Witness: Devising theatre. 

 ‘The Lesson’:  Roger McGough: Role play. 

 The Mignonette: Using Drama as a tool to engage in moral and ethical 

debate. 

 

 
Skills developed: 
 
Students continue to build on their communication skills, develop confidence and use 
a range of drama devices to explore a range of themes and issues.  They tackle 
more text based work; learning, directing and rehearsing a piece of script for 
assessment, and taking on Shakespeare for performance.  
 
They are required to experiment with a range of theatre forms/skills in order to 
devise their own work: 

 Rehearsed improvisation 

 Flashback 

 Stylised movement 

 Split staging 

 Choral speaking 

 Vocal montage 

 Direct audience contact 

 Forum theatre 

 Monologues 

 Duologues 

 Debate in role 
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Subject:  French 

 

Topics covered: 

 Food and drink 

 Clothes and Shopping 

 Holidays, transport and weather 

 A visit to Paris 

 Festivals and traditions 

 Verbs in the present, past and future tense 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 
Students will develop speaking, listening, reading and writing skills. They will learn 

how to memorise vocabulary and how to be analytical regarding grammar and 

application of grammar rules. 
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Subject:  Geography 

 

Topics covered: 

 Climate and Weather 

 Globalisation 

 Development 

 Ecosystem 

 Guildford Investigation / Data Presentation techniques 

 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 
Students will enhance the skills developed in Year 7 and begin to prepare for the 

rigours of GCSE investigative work. The topics in Year 8 are designed to enhance 

the individual’s interest in Geography as a subject and prepare them for Year 9 by 

providing a balanced curriculum of both Physical and Human Geography.   
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Subject:  German 

 

Topics covered: 

 Free time activities 

 Education 

 Media 

 Holidays 

 Healthy lifestyle 
 My town 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 

Students will continue developing their speaking, listening, reading and writing skills. 

They will learn how to memorise vocabulary and how to be analytical regarding 

grammar and application of grammar rules, including past tense and developing 

opinions. 
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Subject:  History 

 

Topics covered: 

 The Early Modern Period 

 Industrial Britain 

 From slavery to freedom 

 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 

Students will continue to develop skills concerning chronology, causation, and 

change and continuity. Different interpretations of the past and making suggestions 

as to why they exist will also be investigated. 

Source skills learnt in year 7, such as inferences and the use of provenance will be 

further embedded.  
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Subject:  I.T. / Computing 

 

Topics covered: 

Continued Work on Scratch from Year 7 

 Programming using Scratch 

 Program Design using Flowcharts 

 Program Design – Algorithms 

Web development and Internet services 

 Internet Services 

 Search engines and web crawlers 

 E-safety (development/consolidation)  

 Networking and Protocols 

 Principles of web design 

 Introduction to html and CSS 

 
Understanding Data 

 Data and Information 

 Sorting and Searching 

 Binary representation 

 Computers and Graphics 

 Computers and Sound 

Computer animation 

 History of animation 

 Tools and techniques used to produce 2D animations 
 

 
Skills developed: 
 

Programming and Program design skills. Web design and development, data 

handling skills, deeper knowledge and understanding of data representation.  
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Subject:  Music 

 

Topics covered: 

 The history of Gospel and Blues music 

 Film Music 

 Singing Challenge 

 Reggae Music 

 Programme Music 

 Composing a piece of Program music 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Skills developed: 
 

Students will sing gospel songs using three-part harmony and ‘call and response’ 

techniques and will continue to develop their singing skills by preparing for the 

Superchoir performance in the Christmas concert. They will be able to perform the 

12 bar blues using chords I, IV & V on the keyboard and will develop the ability to 

use Chords I, IV and V to build a brass Fanfare and appreciate the use of Fanfares 

in movie music.  

In addition, students will learn to recognise and describe at least three pieces of 

Programme Music. They will be able to perform at least two parts of ‘In the hall of 

the Mountain king’ by Grieg using keyboard or their own instruments and they will 

write a story of their own in three sections and arrange it to music as Programme 

Music.  
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Subject:  Physical Education 

 

Topics covered: 

 Football 

 Gymnastics 

 Health Related Fitness 

 Badminton 

 Rugby 

 Dance 

 Tennis  

 Netball 

 Basketball 

 Cross Country 

 Athletics 

 Outdoor Adventurous Activity 

 Gaelic Football 

 Aerobics 

 Cricket 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 
Pupils should build on and embed the physical development and skills learned in key 

stages 1 and 2, become more competent, confident and expert in their techniques, 

and apply them across different sports and physical activities. They should 

understand what makes a performance effective and how to apply these principles to 

their own and others’ work. They should develop the confidence and interest to get 

involved in exercise, sports and activities out of school and in later life, and 

understand and apply the long-term health benefits of physical activity. 
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Subject:  Religious Education 

 

Topics covered: 

 Passport to world Religions 

 Hinduism 

 Buddhism 

 Sikhism 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 
Students will continue to develop their skills in philosophical questioning, developing 

opinions. They will also use and develop skills in investigating, group work, research 

and presentation, and problem-solving. 

Students will gain an awareness of other cultures and religions and start making 

comparisons between them. 
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Subject:  Science 

 

Topics covered: 

 Hearing and Seeing 
 Chemical and Physical Change 
 Reproduction and the Variety of Life 
 Forces and Motion 
 National Science Week 
 Literacy and Numeracy in Science 

 

 

 

Skills developed: 
 
Students will continue to develop their investigative skills, including planning, 

obtaining and recording data, representing data, analysis and evaluation and will 

carry out group work, research, presentations and problem-solving. Numerical skills 

will include graph-drawing, calculation of the mean and identifying trends and 

anomalies. Literacy skills will involve the description and explanation of key 

principles, as well as the continued development of scientific writing. 
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Subject:  Spanish 

 

Topics covered: 

 Food and drink 

 Clothes and Shopping 

 Holidays, transport and weather 

 A trip to Barcelona 

 Festivals and traditions 

 Verbs in the present, past and future tense 

 

Skills developed: 
 

Students will develop speaking, listening, reading and writing skills. They will learn 

how to memorise vocabulary and how to be analytical regarding grammar and 

application of grammar rules. 

 


